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Belmar police help bring the alphabet to life
for class
Two police officers visit class to teach the
students about their jobs
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — In honor of the letter P, two Belmar police officers
visited a Belmar Elementary pre-kindergarten class, where
they taught the students about their jobs.

Judith Casale’s pre-k class has been learning the alphabet, and
the students have an activity associated with each letter.

For the letter P, Ms. Casale decided it would be a good idea to
bring in two police officers, patrolmen Erik Lieb and Michael
Yee.

She thought “the real person would be a wonderful visual” for
her students, she said.

During the presentation, the students showed the police
officers the book, A Day with a Police Officer, which Ms. Casale
had already read to them.

Then, the police officers showed the students different items
associated with their job, such as handcuffs, flashlight, baton,
radio and police cars.

While learning the letter P, Ms. Casale’s class also took part in
other activities, such as creating Patrick from SpongeBob
SquarePants, creating their own pizza and having a popcorn
party.
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Patrolmen Erik Lieb [left] and Michael Yee
showed Belmar Elementary School pre-k
students in Judith Casale’s class how to use
handcuffs. The patrolmen visited Ms. Casale’s
class because the students were learning about
the letter P and the teacher thought it would
be good to bring in a real police officer. Photo
by Haley Behre, STAR NEWS GROUP
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